Risk is an important factor impacting financial decisions. Risk can be processed objectively, e.g. as variance across possible outcomes of a choice option or subjectively, e.g. as value of that variance to a given individual. The aim of the present study was to test the potential of functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) in assessing these different ways of processing risk while subjects decided between either high or low risk financial options or a safe (risk-free) option. For comparison we simultaneously measured electrodermal activity (EDA), a well-established method in decision-making research and a core measure of affective processes. FNIRS showed that lateral prefrontal cortex responses to high risk were enhanced relative to low risk only in risk-seeking individuals but reduced relative to low risk in risk-averse individuals. This is in-line with individual-specific risk processing reflecting the subjective value of risk. By contrast, EDA showed enhanced responses to high risk, independent of individual risk attitude, in-line with the notion of objective risk processing. The dissociation between the two measures arose even though they overall were equally sensitive to detect individual risk-related differences and even though there was an increased, risk attitude-independent, temporal coherence between the two measures during high-risk conditions. Our results suggest that hemodynamic responses in lateral prefrontal cortex as measured by fNIRS reflect the subjective value of risk, whereas EDA may index the objective amount of risk people are presented with. The findings suggest that fNIRS could be a useful method for studying risk behavior in financial decisions.
Introduction
Risk impacts a wide variety of behaviors, including economic, financial and foraging decisions. Within the context of finance theory, risky choice options can be decomposed into statistical moments of the probability distribution of the outcomes, like the mean and the variance (meanvariance approach). The value of a choice option typically increases with the mean. Interestingly, there are substantial individual differences in how risk is processed. In risk-averse individuals, risk reduces the subjective value of a choice option whereas in risk-seeking individuals it increases value. If given a choice between a safe option and a risky option with the same expected value (EV), most people prefer the safe one, i.e. they are risk-averse. For example, when asked to choose between a box containing 10 Dollars for certain or another box with a 50/50 chance of containing 20 Dollars or being empty, most people prefer the safe option (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979) . However, some prefer the risky one, i.e. they are risk-seeking. If one systematically changes the safe amount it typically turns out that also the degree of risk aversion and risk seeking varies considerably across individuals.
In the present paper, we compare two different neurophysiological methods to assess four alternatives of how individual differences in risk attitudes can manifest themselves in psychological processes and their physiological correlates. First, risk attitudes may reflect differences in the subjective valuation of risk: the more risk-averse people are, the more diminished is the subjective value of a choice option with higher risk compared to the subjective value of an option with lower risk (resulting in a negative linear relation between risk aversion and subjective value of the high risk minus the low risk option). Second, they could reflect differences in the perception of risk: the more risk-averse people are, the larger they perceive the risk of a riskier option compared to a less risky option (resulting in a positive linear relation between risk aversion and risk perception of the high risk minus the low risk option). Thirdly, they could reflect affective differences: risk-averse people may experience negative affect when exposed to risk, risk-seeking people positive affect. Accordingly, the more extreme the risk attitude, the more pronounced the affect (resulting in a curvilinear relation between risk attitude and affect induced by the high risk minus the low risk option). Lastly, it may well be the case that in order for valuation, perception and affect to be employed and individual differences to manifest themselves, risk first needs to be detected and processed in an objective fashion by all individuals alike (resulting in a flat relation between risk attitude and the difference between the high risk and the low risk option).
We have previously used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and showed that the hemodynamic activity of the lateral prefrontal cortex reflects the subjective value of risk (first alternative) . Specifically, the more risk-averse people are, the more activity in lateral prefrontal cortex is diminished with increasing risk, expressed in a negative linear relation between activity to high versus low risk and individual risk attitude. The first question of the present study was whether another method of measuring hemodynamic activity, i.e. functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), could also be used for assessing this individual risk response. If so, fNIRS could then potentially be used in field studies on risky decision-making thanks to its more portable nature. So far, the method has not been widely applied in decision-making research within the laboratory. The few studies that used fNIRS in decision-related task paradigms did either not differentiate cortical signals between typical decision parameters, but reported results over whole task durations (Suhr and Hammers, 2010) ; or focused on non-risk-related decision aspects such as wins and losses (Cazzell et al., 2012) , which do not provide insight into individual risk processing. In the present study, regarding the alternatives stated above, we expected that the hemodynamic activity of the lateral prefrontal cortex to high versus low risk measured with fNIRS shows a similar negative linear relation with risk aversion as the activity previously measured with fMRI. Such a finding would provide face-value for the use of fNIRS in financial and economic decision research.
The second question of the present study was to compare fNIRS during risky decisions with electrodermal activity (EDA). EDA offers a psychophysiological technique of measuring affective reactivity (Boucsein, 1992; Critchley et al., 2000) . It has a similar temporal profile as the hemodynamic response measured by fNIRS but found much wider use in decision-making research (Figner and Murphy, 2010) . Previous studies using EDA evaluating decision processing with respect to risk showed that EDA can reflect both increasing risk (Bechara et al., 1999; Studer and Clark, 2011; Yen et al., 2012) and increasing expected value (Glöckner et al., 2012; Yen et al., 2012) . There are so far few studies that assessed simultaneously the physiological responses of fNIRS and EDA, e.g. (Combe et al., 2010; Kirilina et al., 2012; Matsuo et al., 2003; Solovey et al., 2012; Watanabe et al., 2011; Zimmermann et al., 2013) , but not in decision-making research. Moreover, from a methodological point of view, it is entirely unclear whether the two methods have comparable sensitivity in detecting individual risk-related differences.
The third question of the present study was how EDA reflects individual risk attitude. So far previous research did not assess whether EDA reflects risk for example in a similar way as the hemodynamic response measured by fMRI (first alternative), or whether it reflects risk based on one of the other alternatives. In the decision-making literature EDA has typically been associated with the arousal dimension of affect, indexing its intensity (Figner and Murphy, 2010) . According to this notion and the above reasoning, one would expect a curvilinear relation between risk attitude and EDA (third alternative). However, EDA has also been shown to reflect the properties of affective stimuli more objectively and irrespective of their positive or negative valence (Fowles, 1986) . According to this notion and the above reasoning, one would expect a flat relation between risk attitude and EDA (fourth alternative).
Materials and methods

Subjects
Twenty healthy subjects were investigated (9 females, mean age (± STD) 28.4 ± 3.9). All subjects were right-handed (mean laterality quotient (LQ ± STD) = 83.4 ± 13.9) according to the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971) . Exclusion criteria were any history of visual, neurological or psychiatric disorder or any current medication. All subjects gave written informed consent. The study was approved by the ethics committee of the Canton Zurich and performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Experimental protocol
Each subject completed a previously described risky decision-making task Tobler et al., 2009 ) and a baseline recording. The order of the conditions was counter-balanced between subjects. During the baseline recording (120 s), subjects were asked to fixate their eyes on a fixation cross on a black screen and to remain motionless. The decision task was implemented using the software PsychoPy (Peirce, 2007) . None of the present subjects had previously taken part in experiments using this task. In each trial, subjects made choices between options of varying risk and EV displayed on the screen (Fig. 1A) . A safe and a risky option appeared for 5.5 s on the right and left side of a fixation cross. The safe option indicated that subjects would receive the given outcome for sure (100%), whereas the risky option indicated that the two possible outcomes were delivered with an even-chance (50%/50%) probability. In particular, two levels of EV were used, CHF (Swiss Francs) 30 and 60. Each of these was presented in an even-chance (50%/50%) low-risk and high-risk version resulting in four risky options (15/45, 10/50, 40/80, 30/90) , one of which was randomly presented in each trial, together with a safe option. Thus, at an EV of CHF 30, the lowrisk option offered a 50/50 chance of CHF 15 or 45 whereas the highrisk option offered CHF 10 or 50. At the high EV level of CHF 60, the low-risk option offered CHF 40 or 80 and the high-risk CHF 30 or 90. Therefore, within each pair of conditions with the same EV, one was riskier (i.e. had higher variance) than the other. The safe option varied within the range of the risky option it was presented with.
Subjects were asked to choose their preferred option in each trial by considering both the safe and the risky options. Subjects had to indicate their choice between the safe and the risky option during a 2 s presentation of a circle around the fixation cross by pressing the arrows on a keyboard with their right hand. After the circle disappeared, the chosen option was framed for 1 s. No outcome of subjects' choices was shown to control for the possibility that outcome-related reactivity would interfere with the choice-related responses. Finally, an inter-trial interval of variable duration occurred (10-12 s, randomly drawn from a uniform distribution). Each session consisted of 40 trials.
At the end of the experiment, subjects received the outcome of one randomly drawn trial (in CHF). If the draw resulted in a trial in which subjects had chosen a risky option, the option was played out with the toss of a coin to determine the actual outcome.
fNIRS instrumentation and hemodynamic response modeling
As far as they are applicable to the current context (which is cognitive and non-clinical), we followed previous recommendations (Leff et al., 2011) for fNIRS-studies, such as clear paradigm description, application of the standard sensor positioning system based on evidence of the cortical correlates described in a previous fMRI study, filtering of physiological noise, illustration of the temporal cortical hemodynamic behavior and statistical analysis of changes in all hemodynamic parameters (oxy- [O 2 Hb], deoxy-[HHb] and total hemoglobin [tHb] concentration) in order to improve specificity.
We used a wireless fNIRS instrument (Biocomp Research Institute, nIR system) (Fig. 2) . The sensor components were mounted onto a flexible printed circuit board (PCB) which, in combination with a highly flexible casing, enabled the sensor to be aligned to curved body surfaces such as the head. The optical system was a single-distance continuous-wave spectroscopy consisting of a light source with closely spaced light-emitting diodes (LEDs) emitting light at two different wavelengths (660 nm and 850 nm) and of a light detector. The distance between the source and detector was 3 cm. The size of the device was 90 × 40 mm. The light intensity was sampled at 100 Hz. The sensor was placed over the right hemisphere, covering F8 according to the international 10-20 system (Jaspers, 1958) . fNIRS data were analyzed using the model-based approach provided in NIRS-SPM (Ye et al., 2009 (Heilbronner and Münte, 2013) . We used the wavelet minimum description length algorithm to remove systemic confounds. In estimating the temporal correlations, NIRS-SPM provides both precoloring and prewhitening methods. We employed the precoloring method (Worsley and Friston, 1995) , which is according to Ye et al. (2009) (Grubb et al., 1974) and is thought to be far less sensitive to vein contamination and therefore to provide higher spatial specificity for mapping cerebral activity compared to Δ[O 2 Hb] or Δ[HHb] separately . To test for statistical significance, Δ[tHb] was specified within the time interval 7-12 s after trial onset corresponding to the peak of the hemodynamic response function ( Fig. 3 ) (see the fNIRS and EDA responses section for details on statistical analysis).
EDA instrumentation and decomposition procedure
To measure EDA, we used a system (Mind-Reflection, VERIM® AudioStrobe® Molinis, 16 Bit resolution, range from 10 kΩ to 4.5 MΩ) that allowed for the acquisition of completely raw, unfiltered EDA data sampled at 100 Hz. Two grounded flat electrodes were attached to the distal phalange of the index and middle fingers of the left, nondominant hand prior to recording, in order to allow EDA levels to stabilize (Fowles et al., 1981) . A custom-made MATLAB® interface was used to display and event-mark the psychophysiological data.
EDA data are usually characterized by a sequence of overlapping phasic skin conductance responses (SCRs) overlying a tonic component. For full decomposition of the skin conductance (SC) data we used the analysis software Ledalab (V3.x) (Benedek and Kaernbach, 2010) and applied continuous decomposition analysis (CDA), i.e. an extraction of the continuous phasic and tonic activity. The CDA procedure involves four steps: estimation of the tonic component, nonnegative deconvolution of phasic SC data, segmentation of driver and remainder, and reconstruction of SC data. For statistical analysis, we focused on the phasic SCRs (average phasic driver (CDA.SCR [μu/s])); this score is thought to represent phasic activity within the response-window most accurately, but does not fall back on classic SCR amplitudes. A minimum amplitude criterion of 0.05 μS was used (Levinson and Edelberg, 1985) . To test for statistical significance, SCR activity was specified within the response-window 5-8 s after trial onset corresponding to the SCR peak ( Fig. 3 ) (see the fNIRS and EDA responses section for details on statistical analysis).
Coherence between fNIRS and EDA
To evaluate the temporal relationship between the fNIRS and EDA parameters, i.e. [tHb] and SCR time series, the coherence of the two signals was computed. The coherence was calculated based on the Generalized Cross S-transform (GCST) (Pinnegar and Mansinha, 2003) which allows a precise determination of the amplitude, phase and coherence associations between two signals. The coherence parameter itself incorporates information about the phase and amplitude correlations between two signals. The GCST is related to the well-known wavelet transformation techniques (Grinsted et al., 2004; Torrence and Compo, 1998) but has the advantage of having a better time-frequency resolution, a linear frequency scale and an absolutely referenced phase information. The implementation therefore allowed to select specific frequency ranges for further study. Here we tested for changes in coherence within the frequency range of 0.025-4 Hz. Using a custom-made MATLAB® package the coherence between the two time series was calculated including the following steps: (i) calculation of the GCST, (ii) calculation of the cross wavelet power and coherence.
Results
Risk attitude
Estimation of certainty equivalents (CEs) was used as formal choicebased measure of risk attitude (Luce, 2000) . Using all the choices a given subject made, CEs were determined for every risky option as the points of equal preference, i.e. the safe amount for which a subject would be indifferent between the safe and the risky option. Thus, CEs quantify individual risk attitude and discriminate between risk-averse and riskseeking individuals. Fig. 1B illustrates that CEs significantly increased from low to high EV, keeping risk constant, as assessed by pairedsamples t-test (confidence interval 95%) (t 19 = −9.060, p b 0.001). The difference in CEs for low-and high-risk options, keeping EV constant (CE DIFF = CE low-risk option-CE high-risk option) served as index of risk attitude. Using this index, we identified risk-averse subjects (N = 14) indicated by a positive CE DIFF (N0) between the two options and risk-seeking subjects (N = 6) indicated by a negative CE DIFF (≤0) (Fig. 1C) . One subject was risk-neutral, CE DIFF = 0. We grouped this subject together with the risk-seeking subjects because its CE DIFF was closer to their range of CE DIFF (−5 to −2.5) than to the range of CE DIFF of risk-averse subjects (7.5 to 15); yet, excluding the risk-neutral subject did not significantly change the results. The task identified significantly more subjects as risk-averse than risk-seeking (Fisher's Exact Test, χ 2 = 16.353, p ≤ 0.001), which is in agreement with our previous findings Tobler et al., 2009) . Together, these data show that subjects' decisions were influenced by both risk and EV and reveal considerable individual differences in risk attitudes.
fNIRS and EDA responses
We used fNIRS and EDA to assess individual differences in the processing of risk and EV. Fig. 3 illustrates examples of the time course of fNIRS and EDA signals for exemplary risk-averse and risk-seeking subjects. The plots represent [tHb] and SCRs in response to low-versus high-risk options with the same EV. Regarding the EDA signals, in both the risk-averse and risk-seeking example individuals the average SCRs were higher to high-risk than to low-risk options in the time interval 5-8 s after option onset. Regarding the fNIRS signals, in the risk-seeking example subject the average [tHb] response was higher to high-risk than to low-risk options within the time interval 7-12 s. The inverse was true for the risk-averse example subject. Moreover, in the example risk-seeking subject the increase in [tHb] response to low-risk seemed to be faster than to high-risk. However, it should be noted that the changes in [tHb] are based on a complex interplay between the cerebral blood flow associated with a given event and the physiological reactions provoked by the brain's functional neural response, which both underlie intra-individual variability (Heinzel et al., 2013; Okada and Delpy, 2003a, b) . The time courses of the raw signals on the single-subject level should therefore be interpreted with care.
We then performed separate ANOVAs using the two fixed factors 'Risk' (low risk vs. high risk) and 'Expected Value' (low EV vs. high EV) averaged over the time window 7-12 s after trial onset for Δ[tHb] and 5-8 s after trial onset for SCRs. Different time windows were chosen for hemodynamic and electrodermal data in accordance with standard latencies previously described for EDA (Benedek and Kaernbach, 2010; Boucsein, 1992) and fNIRS (Huppert et al., 2006; Yücel et al., 2012) thereby taking into account the somewhat faster and steeper response of EDA compared to fNIRS (Fig. 3) . However, even if we used the same time windows for both methods, the findings remained the same.
fNIRS responses
To address our first question of the present study (comparison with fMRI), we evaluated the impact of risk on fNIRS signals. Over all subjects, the factor risk revealed a different effect on fNIRS signals in risk-averse and risk-seeking subjects (Fig. 4, Table 1 ). Separate analyses for riskaverse and risk-seeking subjects showed that risk had a significant, but opposite effect on hemodynamic responses in risk-averse and risk-seeking individuals. The majority of trials in risk-averse subjects revealed a decreased signal in response to the high-risk options, i.e. a negative response (Fig. 3) , while in approximately 30% merely a lower (but positive) response was found (note that the degree of decrease was indicative of the degree of risk aversion, see below). Importantly, an ANOVA revealed a significant response reduction in Δ[tHb] (significant decrease in Δ[O 2 Hb] and increase in Δ[HHb]) for high-compared to low-risk options in risk-averse subjects. The opposite pattern was found in risk-seeking subjects, who showed a significant increase in Δ[tHb] (significant increase in Δ[O 2 Hb] and decrease in Δ[HHb]) to high-compared to low-risk options. Thus, the changes in hemodynamic responses in lateral prefrontal cortex reflected a risk attitude-dependent impact of risk, in-line with the notion of subjective value processing.
Although of lesser importance for the present study, we also analyzed the responses to different levels of EV as these were varied as well. Over all subjects, the factor EV revealed increased hemodynamic activity with increasing EV (Fig. 4, Table 1 ). Separate ANOVAs for riskaverse and risk-seeking subjects showed that the effect was significant for hemodynamic responses for risk-averse individuals, indicating an increase in Δ[tHb] (significant increase in Δ[O 2 Hb]) to high compared to low EV. Responses in risk-seeking individuals were also higher for high than low EV, but the difference did not reach significance. To further compare risk-averse and risk-seeking subjects, we calculated for each group the difference between low EV and high EV. A direct comparison of these differences did not reveal a stronger effect of EV in risk-averse compared to risk-seeking individuals (Δ[tHb] t = 0.396, p = 0.692). Thus these results are compatible with the notion that both groups processed EV similarly and in an increasing fashion.
EDA responses
To address our second question (comparison of fNIRS and EDA), we assessed the impact of risk on EDA. Interestingly, the SCR patterns differed from the hemodynamic ones (Fig. 4, Table 1 ). Specifically, an ANOVA revealed that both risk-averse and risk-seeking individuals showed larger SCRs in response to high-as compared to low-risk options. These data suggest that EDA is sensitive to risk. At first sight, they seem to argue against negative or positive linear relationships between risk and responses, but curvilinear relations are still conceivable. In order to dissociate this possibility from objective risk processing, we performed more fine grained analysis by correlating individual differences with risk attitude below (see the Correlation of fNIRS and EDA with risk attitude section) and found a flat relation.
Regarding the factor EV, SCRs revealed a very similar response pattern as the hemodynamic activity (Fig. 4, Table 1 ). Both risk-averse and riskseeking individuals showed larger SCRs in response to high compared to low EV, but the difference did not reach significance in risk-seeking individuals. As with the fNIRS measures, the non-significant findings for the risk-seeking group were most likely due to the small number of risk-seeking subjects in the present sample. We again calculated for each risk-averse and risk-seeking subject group the difference between low EV and high EV. Similar to the fNIRS responses, a direct comparison did not reveal a stronger effect of EV in risk-averse compared to risk-seeking individuals (SCRs t = 0.039, p = 0.969), supporting the notion that both groups processed EV similarly and in an increasing fashion. and SCRs time series in the heart rate frequency band (0.7-3 Hz) (black) for the factor 'Risk' (low risk vs. high risk). For comparison, non-significant changes are shown in the respiration rate (0.12-0.7 Hz) (dark gray), low frequency oscillations (0.04-0.12 Hz) (light gray) and very low frequency oscillations (0.025-0.04 Hz) (white). Error bars represent standard error of the mean (SEM). The corresponding statistical analyses are listed in Table 1 .
Sensitivity analysis using single-subject classification of fNIRS and EDA data
It could be argued that we found an effect of risk on individual differences in fNIRS but not EDA because fNIRS is more sensitive to individual differences in risk processing than EDA. We therefore performed a sensitivity comparison between fNIRS and EDA at the single-subject level. In particular, we examined whether the risk-related patterns observed in the average Δ[tHb] and SCRs signals were also discriminable on the single-subject level. This was done by using Fisher's linear discriminant analysis with the class discriminatory features Δ[tHb] and SCRs and the two-class classification conditions low risk versus high risk by keeping EV constant. For each subject we selected the best-performing and cross-validated single-trial classification accuracy.
Results revealed an overall classification accuracy of 73.1% for fNIRS signals and 65.3% for EDA signals in discriminating responses to lowversus high-risk options (Table 2 ). Our data thus represented a comparable accuracy level to previous fNIRS single-trial classifications that reported accuracies ranging from 40-90% dependent on the paradigms conducted and the classification features used (Bauernfeind et al., 2011; Holper and Wolf, 2011; Power et al., 2012) . It is worth noting though that considerable inter-subject variability occurred between individual classification accuracies. However, these accuracy differences were independent of risk attitude and were consistent over both class discriminatory features. Importantly, overall comparisons using t-tests did not reveal statistical differences, neither between the two methods nor between risk-averse and risk-seeking subjects. Thus, regarding discrimination power, we therefore conclude that the two methods performed similarly well in discriminating individual signal patterns, suggesting that the effects of risk on hemodynamic signals are not due to higher sensitivity of fNIRS.
Correlation of fNIRS and EDA with risk attitude
To address the third question of the present study (how EDA relates to risk attitude) we analyzed the relation of physiology and individual behavior in more detail. As reported in the fNIRS and EDA responses section, risk-averse and risk-seeking individuals showed differential fNIRS response patterns to risk. We assessed individual variation across all subjects for both EDA and fNIRS. In analogy to our previous fMRI study ), we related the physiological response differences for high versus low risk across subjects to the behavioral value differences for high versus low risk, keeping EV constant (or, in control analysis, we varied EV, keeping risk constant and related the physiological differences to risk-related value differences from behavior). Specifically, we formed risk-contrasts (high risk minus low risk) for each subject. The contrasts were then used for Pearson product-moment correlation with CE DIFF as index of risk attitude (Fig. 5 ). For Δ[tHb], risk-contrasts correlated negatively with individual risk attitude (r = −0.741, p ≤ 0.001). Conversely, no significant correlation was found for EV-contrasts (r = 0.016, p = 0.946) or for the contrasts on SCRs (risk-contrast r = −0.027, p = 0.911; EV-contrast r = 0.022, p = 0.927). Also no curvilinear relation was detected for either measure. These findings show that individual differences in hemodynamic but not electrodermal risk responses covaried with risk attitude, such that hemodynamic responses to high risk were more reduced with higher risk aversion. Thus, the distinct patterns of a negative linear relation (fNIRS) versus a flat relation (EDA) respectively are in-line with the notion of subjective value-related risk processing in the lateral prefrontal cortex, whereas more objective, risk attitude-independent processing of risk is suggested for electrodermal responses.
Coherence between fNIRS and EDA
To evaluate the temporal relationship between the fNIRS and EDA data, we computed the coherence between the [tHb] and SCR signals.
Significant coherence values were identified in the frequency band 0.7-3 Hz. This frequency band corresponds to the subjects' heart rate (HR). Fig. 6 (Left) illustrates an example of the color-coded 2-D coherence map generated between the [tHb] and SCR time series in the HR frequency band. This plot demonstrates increases in coherence under high-risk conditions. To further validate these findings, Fig. 6 (Right) illustrates the cross power of the two time series from the same measurements. This plot shows that there are no significant common changes of power in the two time series in the time-frequency domain, which could have contributed as source to the coherence increase observed between the two time series.
Within the HR frequency band, coherence values were then calculated based on the time interval 5-12 s after trial onset. An ANOVA (Fig. 4,  Table 1 ) revealed a main effect of the factor 'Risk' (low risk vs. high risk), indicating higher coherence under high-risk as compared to low-risk conditions. Separate analysis for the two groups showed that this pattern was evident in both risk-averse and risk-seeking subjects. Importantly, there was no correlation between coherence and risk attitude. No effect was found for the fixed factor 'Expected Value' (low EV vs. high EV). Further, no significant changes in coherence were found in the other frequency ranges tested, such as respiration rate (0.12-0.7 Hz), low frequency oscillations (0.04-0.12 Hz) and very low frequency oscillations (0.025-0.04 Hz).
Discussion
The present study found decreased fNIRS responses in risk-averse subjects during high-compared to low-risk options. This suggests that fNIRS can capture hemodynamic responses in lateral prefrontal cortex to risk similarly as fMRI. By using fNIRS rather than fMRI, the present findings go beyond the previous ones in that they reveal methodindependence of the subjective value signals in lateral prefrontal cortex. Moreover, we find that fNIRS can detect decision-related cortical activity, thereby revealing the potential of this method in decisionmaking research more generally.
In addition, fNIRS responses to risk reflect its impact on subjective value, whereas EDA reflects risk more objectively independent of risk attitude, resulting respectively in negative linear versus flat relations between risk attitude and risk-related activity. Thus, similar risk attitudeindependent electrodermal responses co-occur with risk attitudedependent hemodynamic responses. Interestingly, this dissociation arose even though the two measures were in principle similarly sensitive to reveal individual differences as assessed by single-trial classification and there was a risk attitude-independent coherence increase between hemodynamic and electrodermal activity in the heart rate frequency band.
Comparison of fNIRS and fMRI
The first question of the present study was how fNIRS relates to fMRI when applied to risky decision-making. Our fNIRS data showed a negative linear relationship between activation induced by the contrast of high versus low risk and risk aversion. This converges with our previous fMRI findings of negative linear relationships in the lateral prefrontal cortex Tobler et al., 2009 ) and the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (Tobler et al., 2007) . Both of these regions have typically been implicated in processing the subjective value of choice options. Indeed, they often commonly show increased activation to high versus low value options (e.g. Plassmann et al., 2007) . We corroborate and extend these fMRI findings at least for the lateral prefrontal cortex by showing that the individual impact of risk on subjective value can also be detected with fNIRS. Both modalities show that the injection of risk into a choice option enhances activation in risk-seeking subjects but suppresses it in risk-averse subjects. Moreover, independent of risk attitude, activation is enhanced by higher EV, as would be expected from a region processing subjective value. Thus, our data show a tight correspondence between fMRI and fNIRS data, thereby establishing fNIRS as method for studying financial decision-making.
Our experiment and data also go beyond previous applications of fNIRS to monetary reward processing (Cazzell et al., 2012) by focusing on a formally defined risk parameter in steady-state situations rather than wins and losses in ambiguous learning situations (with risk, probabilities are known, with ambiguity they are not). Here we capture risk as variance, in agreement with the standard meanvariance approach used by finance theory but higher-level risk terms, such as skewness, also affect behavior and neural activity (e.g. Burke and Tobler, 2011) . (Grinsted et al., 2004) .
Comparison and neurophysiological interpretation of fNIRS and EDA
The second question of the present study was how risk-related responses compared between fNIRS and EDA. Risk-induced hemodynamic responses of the lateral prefrontal cortex showed a negative linear relation to risk attitude, which resulted in reduced responses to risk in risk-averse subjects, but increased responses in risk-seeking subjects. Interpretation of these patterns could be based on two neurophysiological concepts: activation versus deactivation in lateral prefrontal cortex and/or activation in other cerebral areas. First, the increased hemodynamic signal in risk-seeking subjects represents a 'typical' fNIRS response, whereas the reduced or decreased hemodynamic signal in risk-averse individuals can be described as 'inverse' or negative response (Strangman et al., 2002) . Inverse responses may reflect what has been described in fMRI as negative blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) response (NBR), in the sense of an exact mirror image of the positive BOLD response (PBR) (Shmuel et al., 2002 ). In the current understanding PBR reflects neural excitation (excitatory potentials), or active inhibition (inhibitory potentials) (Logothetis, 2003) , whereas NBR reflects less neural processing due to reduced cerebral blood flow, oxygen consumption or neuronal deactivation (Shmuel et al., 2002) . In this sense, the inverse response in risk-averse subjects might be a result of a deactivation or decrease in neural activity of the lateral prefrontal cortex. Alternatively, the inverse hemodynamic response in risk-averse subjects may be due to simultaneous activation in other neighboring decision-related prefrontal cortical or even subcortical regions. This may have induced a kind of 'steal' effect by which blood is diverted to active sites (e.g. medial prefrontal cortex, oribitofrontal cortex) from the lateral prefrontal cortex (Harel et al., 2002) . Although the underlying cortical processes remain unclear, these physiological aspects may be considered as separate or combined processes when interpreting our data.
Compared to the hemodynamic responses, EDA responses revealed a different pattern. SCR magnitudes were larger in response to high-than low-risk options (Figs. 3 & 4 , Table 1 ). This pattern occurred similarly in both risk-seeking and risk-averse subjects indicating that EDA reflects levels of risk, but does so irrespective of individual risk attitude. This is reasonable since, contrary to the lateral prefrontal hemodynamic responses reflecting the more subjective aspect of value, the physiological components of SCRs are expressed based on the same functional origin of the skin's eccrine activity in both subject groups, i.e. reflecting a more objective response signal (Fowles, 1986) .
As recently reviewed (Figner and Murphy, 2010) , it is important to note what can and cannot be assessed with skin conductance. It is well-established that SCRs covary with the sympathetic arousal dimension of affect, indexing its intensity. Contrary to this quantitative aspect, the qualitative aspects of affect, such as its valence (positive/negative, approach/avoidance) or which emotion is present (e.g. fear of risk versus joy in risk, etc.) are not reflected in EDA and have to be inferred from other sources. Note though that this would nevertheless be compatible with a curvilinear relation between risk aversion and EDA. Contrary to such a relation, however, even subjects close to risk neutrality showed a substantial and similar response to high risk as risk-averse and risk-seeking subjects. This resulted in a flat relation between EDA and risk attitude, indicative of objective risk processing. Thus, extremely risk-sensitive subjects were not generally more responsive to risk than less risk-sensitive subjects, even though this could have been conjectured based on the hemodynamic responses. Taken together, our data suggest that distinct physiological measures of risk processing reflect distinct psychological functions, which in turn are implemented in distinct (but coherent, see below) physiological systems.
Coherence between fNIRS and EDA
We evaluated the temporal relationship between the hemodynamic and electrodermal responses by investigating the coherence between the [tHb] and SCRs time series. Coherence analyses have been used in various EEG and fMRI studies as complementary tool to investigate the dynamic relationship between the central and autonomic nervous system, in particular when a priori assumptions of linear coupling are made (Chang and Glover, 2010; Klein et al., 2006; Li et al., 2007; Müller et al., 2004) .
Our results showed a significant increase in coherence specifically in the HR frequency band with increasing risk. In the following discussion we therefore focus on HR-effects. As discussed above, risk induced different fNIRS and EDA signals in the risk-averse and risk-seeking subject groups. Consequently, it could have been expected that these opposite patterns led to decreased coherence patterns. However, our calculations clearly indicated a significant coherence increase when subjects made decisions under high-risk conditions in both risk-averse and riskseeking subjects (Figs. 6, Table 1 ). This coherence pattern might be based on the following physiological observations. Variations in HR relate to both hemodynamic responses and behavioral processes. For example, HR variations in response to arousing stimuli have been reported to follow two main patterns. First, there is an initial HR slowing, i.e. a HR deceleration, thought to express attentional orienting to motivationally-salient events through parasympathetic activity (Bradley, 2009) . Second, there is a later rise in HR, i.e. a HR acceleration, signifying affective arousal through sympathetic activation (Bradley and Lang, 2007) . In the decision-making literature, these two patterns have been also reported during risky decision-making (Jones et al., 2011; Studer and Clark, 2011) , with HR responses being sensitive to potential risky choices, i.e. stronger HR decelerations were observed in trials with lower chances of winning (Studer and Clark, 2011) .
Regarding our data, the following speculation might be considered. Based on previous literature (Studer and Clark, 2011) , it could be assumed that during the presentation of high-risk options subjects' HR decelerated (before accelerating and going back to baseline). Further, based on the absence of any correlation of risk attitude with the coherence measure, we might assume that this HR decrease occurred independent of risk attitude, similar to the EDA increase. The common decrease in HR might in turn have induced a higher temporal synchronization (coherence increase) between the neural and the electrodermal systems during high-risk conditions. This coherence increase was found in the trial window 5-12 s after task onset, supporting the assumption that it is linked to the initial HR deceleration, whereas the potentially following HR acceleration at the end of the trial did not result in increased coherence. This functional physiological link between the two systems could be interpreted as facilitation for achieving best decision performance under high-risk conditions. Such optimal performance may require both systems to coordinate. This tentative interpretation is not intended to be the only one, but gives one possible explanation of how the dynamic relationship between the underlying physiological and psychological processes could be reflected in the coherence data. Future studies are required to test this and other possibilities. Assessing functional synchronization between central and peripheral parameters may also be attractive for other applications involving decision paradigms seeking to provide insight into behavioral performance and associated physiological changes.
Relation of EDA and risk attitude
The third question of the present study was how EDA reflects individual risk attitude. In the introduction, we considered four alternatives of how risk attitudes may manifest themselves in mental functions and their physiological correlates (negative linear, positive linear, curvilinear and flat relation). For hemodynamic fMRI responses, we have previously found response increases with risk but a flat relation with risk attitude in the middle cingulate cortex (Burke and Tobler, 2011; Christopoulos et al., 2009 ) and posterior parts of the lateral orbitofrontal cortex (Tobler et al., 2007) . Such relationships are compatible with objective risk processing in the present study observed with electrodermal responses. Both cingulate and orbitofrontal cortex have been implicated in the processing of EDA (Dubé et al., 2009) and it is conceivable that our EDA data reflect signals generated in these regions. The extreme outcomes of risky options tend to attract more attention and thus be more salient than the safe ones of intermediate magnitude (Ogawa et al., 2013) . Hence, it is conceivable that increases of both EDA and hemodynamic activity in these regions are due to increased salience of higher compared to lower risk. Further, the presently found elevation of EDA with higher EV is compatible with this notion as higher EV also is associated with higher salience. In any case, by showing that neither risk-nor EV-related EDA responses are related to risk attitude even though both factors increase them on average, the present study adds and goes beyond previous studies reporting increasing EDA separately with increasing EV (Glöckner et al., 2012; Yen et al., 2012) and increasing risk (Bechara et al., 1999; Studer and Clark, 2011) .
We also considered positive linear and curvilinear relationships. A positive linear relationship between activation and risk aversion is compatible with risk being perceived as larger with increasing risk aversion. Such a relationship has been reported for example in the insula (Rudorf et al., 2012) and central orbitofrontal regions (Tobler et al., 2007) . Although both of these regions are relatively close to the currently recorded lateral prefrontal region, we did not find a positive relation in our fNIRS data, thereby corroborating regional specificity of the present set-up (note that due to limited depth penetration fNIRS is not able to detect changes in deeper brain tissue such as the insula). Finally, curvilinear relationships may imply that more extreme risk attitudes are associated with more pronounced (positive or negative) affect elicited by risk. This notion may be compatible with the "risk as feelings" hypothesis (Slovic et al., 2004) . To our knowledge, curvilinear relations remain to be investigated on the neural level.
Conclusion
We show that risk differently impacts lateral prefrontal hemodynamic and electrodermal decision correlates. In particular, high risk elevated hemodynamic responses only in risk-seeking subjects but suppressed them in risk-averse subjects. This coincided with a negative linear relation with risk attitude, indicative of subjective value processing. In contrast, elevated electrodermal responses to high versus low risk coincided with a flat relation to risk attitude, indicative of objective risk processing. Moreover, we report a high risk-induced coherence increase between electrodermal and hemodynamic responses that provides an additional layer of information concerning the temporal relationship between central and peripheral physiological systems involved in decision-making. Finally, our approach demonstrates the potential of fNIRS in measuring the neural correlates of processing risk as defined by financial decision theory. The successful validation of the fNIRS data with a previous fMRI study suggests that fNIRS has potential to quantify neural activity in more natural settings than the MRI scanner.
